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ABSTRACT
This document explains areas of student assessment . The problem is
actually a three-part one . These points are :
1.

The rationale, criteria and procedures for assessing, evaluating
or measuring students or student work .

2.

The methods and commentaries to be employed in reporting such
assessment to students and their parents .

3.

The behaviours which should be specially recognized and the
procedures and means of doing this .
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Introduction :

Some Issues .

The desire of Hamilton to improve its educational effectiveness by
improving its marking systems has raised a number of dilemmas requiring
school policies .
Questions raised include :

2 .0

(a)

Should our marks where possible, present absolute achievement by
students of content in relationship to objectives, or should they
represent achievements relative to other students? What is the
function of assessment : diagnosis, minimum competency, measurement
of general or specific abilities and mastery of process as compared
with product?

(b)

Should marks be regarded as measurement or evaluation? Should
teachers rely on test data totally? What types of personal judgment
should be made and how should these be recorded?

(c)

Should marks represent achievement of learning or should they
include attitudes? How should attitudes be measured? Recorded?

(d)

Should students achieve one composite mark or multiple profile
marks on separate aspects of achievement?

(e)

Should letters, words or numbers be used?

(f)

Should marking reflect few or many different degrees of achievement?

(g)

When should testing take place in relationship to learning?

(h)

To what extent should tests as opposed to continuous evaluation
be used to evaluate students? What is the role of time in tests?

(i)

To what extent should standardized tests be used and for what
purposes?

Defining the Terms .
Three terms are used synonymously and indiscriminately,'evaluation .',.
'assessment', and 'measurement' .
Evaluation . The broadest term refers not only to the process of determining
the degree of achievement of objectives, but also to judgements about the
nature and desirability of any demonstrated changes . Evaluation, then,
must involve judgement not only of the worth of the objectives themselves
but also with respect to some criteria .
Assessment .
is a term which refers to the process of investigating the
status of an individual or group, usually with reference to expected out
comes . It is a general term which includes the more specific term
'measurement' .
Measurement implies some sort of a scale on which individuals may be placed
according to their achievement of stated objectives . Educational scales
are generally 'ordinal' . That is, the order of position on the scale is
the same as the order of numerical magnitude, however, the scale intervals
are n ot equal . Such scales have a number of relevant basic properties and
assumptions, and require appropriate statistical techniques in order that
they may be interpreted correctly .
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2.

Defining the Terms (Cont'd)
'Testing' derives from the work 'test' and refers to the use of a measuring
instrument .
Evaluation is necessary in order to provide evidence about the nature,
direction and extent of behavioural changes which arise as a result of
teaching and learning processes . The only acceptable evidence in this
connection is evidence of pupil change . In some cases such evidence may
be obtained quantitatively and objectively ; in others only some sort
of qualitative assessment is relevant .
Hopefully at this point it is becoming clear that the terms associated
with evaluation refer to more than the measurement of 'knowledge' . This
may be assumed if'one agrees with the basic premise that behavioural
change is the expected outcome of education .

3 .0

Purposes of Evaluat ion

Improvem
(a)
ent in Stud ent Learn in&.
Every student evaluation should be aimed primarily at the improvement
of the student . Everything else should be of secondary importance .
The information obtained from evaluation must be useful to the
student and his parents . Feedback to the student needs to be specific
enough to diagnose weaknesses to aid the student modify his behaviour .
(b)

Success .
Evaluation should allow students to feel successful . With appropriate
objectives and teaching strategies, students should seldom obtain a
totally negative feeling from a test . Regular experiences of success
heightens self-concept and improves attitudes towards learning and
school .
Student remediation Weaknesses must be clearly explained and means
provided whereby students might make up their deficiencies .
Other purposes:
Minimum Competency
Measure General'Ability
Measure Specific Abilities and Aptitudes
Measure Mastery of Process Skills
Measure 'product'
Analysis of Teacher Efficiency

4 .0

Some Ideas for Evaluation Management .
Evaluation, based on assessment and measurement is the final stage of
Hamilton's curriculum process .
Consequently it is impossible to design the school's evaluative policy
without a clear understanding of Hamilton's overall educational management
system . A system appears on the following page .
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3.

Some Ideas for Evaluation Management (Cont'd)
TABLE 1 .

MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES

1

REVIEW INVENTORY OF HAMILTON SF',IIOR
HIGH SCHOOL GOALS

2

STATE SOME PERFORMANCE INDICATORS I'i :ICH
DEMONSTP.ATE FULFIL:SENT OF SCHOOL GOALS

3

DEVELOP TOPIC GOALS CONSISTENT SMITH SCHOOL
GOALS

-`4

FOR EACH TOPIC, IDENTIFY PERFOR~ILANCE
OBJECTIVES AND STANDARDS FOR TESTING
OBJECTIVES

5

I
USE OBJECTIVES AS TEST QUESTIO'T'S A :'D DETERMINE
FEASIBILITY OF THE PERFOR:-L1;'CE OBJECTIVES
FOR EACH TOPIC

6

DETER:1INE ALTERNATIVE. PERFOR:JA' :CE OBJECTIVES

7

ASSESS FEASIBILITY OF ALTERNATIVE OBJECTIVES ,

8

SELECT TEACHING STRATEGIES TO DIATCH OBJECTIVES

y
9 IMPROVE OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES FOR EACH
LESSON
10 EVALUATE OVERALL PERFOPMATICE --

4 .1

Description.
(a)

At Hamilton, the school aims derived from the state aims of education
were reviewed by staff and parents in a 1978 seminar and will continue
to be scrutinized periodically .
Since the Hamilton Senior High School is designed to build the selfesteem of students from migrant and working class homes, affective goals
are very important . As the Principal, Mr . Usher has written :
But in fact,
"In the pragmatic view, the cognitive is most important .
if one believes that the aim of life is for the individual to find
happiness with onesplace and contribution, the affective may well be
the more important . But it will differ for different individuals .
A drowningman is not likely to need water but a lost traveller may .
The circumstances of our students, personality wise, are at least
that diverse ."
In setting objectives,
teachers should be sensitive to individual
needs .
It is suggested that heterogeneous teaching is easiest
accomplished if outcomes desired in student behaviour are listed
as well as some processes used to achieve these outcomes .
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Description (Cont'd) .
Subject and topic goals as wall as specific objectives follow a
logical sequence from the school goals .

(b)

il .

Below is an example :
General Aim
To encourage student creativity
1 .1

Subject Area
to encourage students to produce unique things
P

1 .1 .1 Specific Topic Tasks

to make a picture or a model to illustrate a group
report .

(c)

General and subject area aims are not stated in terms of specific
student learning outcomes . However, for purposes of assessment, topic
objectives need to be stated in terms that indicate to the student
1 . conditions under which he will be assessed
2 . the performance level required to be successful
3 . the task which must be completed for assessment
An example of the format which could be used for writing test items
is in Section
Objectives must include a balance of low level and high level tasks
and the affective as well as the cognitive domain . (See section E)

(d)

Large banks of proven test items are already available in the
school .
(1) Science ACER Item Bank
Eg .
(2) Social Studies Piper Evaluative materials and
Item Bank

(3) Instructional Objectives Exchange in each subject
area .
(e)

In most cases teachers need only select appropriate topic objectives
from the item banks for assessment . Over tim~banks for topics can
be expanded and improved .

(f)

Test items used must be valid in their measurement of the objective .
Normative test criteria are described in section
Criterion testing principles are in Section

(g)

(h)

Student performance on the test items provide a basis for evaluating
the relevance and desirability of the objectives and the success of
the teacher in teaching the objectives .

Both quantitative and qualitative comparisons of actual and expected
outcomes are necessary to determine the level and extent of the
desired attitudes, values, skills and knowledge .
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5.

Normative Evaluation
The basis of evaluative practices in the past has been normative, a
system designed to discriminate between students of different abilities .
As outlined in A GUIDE TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ACHIEVEMENT
CERTIFICATE (1968) normative evaluation is still required today for
achievement certificate results .
Achievement Equivalent to the Following
State-Wide Group

LEVEL
Advanced Credit
Advanced Pass

12~%
12~%

Top Quartile (25%)

Intermediate Credit
Intermediate Pass

25%
25%

Middle Two Quartiles (50%)

Basic Credit
Basic Pass

122%
12,%

Lowest Quartile (25%)

No Award

Small
Group

P

5 .1

o

Recommendations .
The chief function of this testing is to moderate th is school's
performance in relationship to other schools .
Production of marks for this assessment should be limited .
Of concern to students is not relative rank but student strength
in meeting specific objectives . Testing for purposes of diagnosis
and a profile reporting system which includes the attitudes and
psychomotor abilities of students as well as cognitive abilities
should be the main thrust of the school's assessment .
(b)

Tests which measure the development of cumulative skills rather
than content are an efficient means to meet B .S .E . requirements

6 .0

Criterion Evaluation

6 .1

Purpose : These tests :

6 .2

(a)

ascertain a students performance in relationship to some criterion .

(b)

The tests permit judgements concerning the degree to which the
learner has mastered the skill desired .

(c)

It is hoped that all learners will display maximum proficiency in
master y of the objectives .

Characteristics
Test items must accurately reflect the class of behaviours reflected
by the objective .
Test items need not discriminate between students and are not
oriented to get a spread of results .
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Characteristics (Cont'd)
(c)

6 .3

6.

Traditional reliability measures do not apply, i .e . Students should
get most items related to a single objective either right or wrong

Writing Criterion (objectives based) Tests
A procedure is presented whereby teachers write not only the objectives
but also the items that test them .
There are six steps :
(a)

Resp onse Descriptions :

This specifies the activity such as constructing a graph, writing
a paragraph etc directly related to set objectives .
(b)

Content Limits for the objective
Objectives must specify a domain of competence . It represents the
rule used to select content for the objectives and the test items .

(c)

Item Format:
This elaborates on the response description by telling how the
items are prepared . Eg . - circle correct answer, fill in the
blank etc .

(d)

Criteria
This refers to the standards the response must meet, and is best
obtained by examining the sub objectives of an objective . The
criteria is often % of the skills essential .

(e)

Test Directions
A sample of directions is written to accompany the item format .

(f)

Sample Test Item
Here a concrete example is presented which conforms to the
requirements of the objective . Here is a sample :

Response description :To be able to identify physical features on a map .
Content limits : Maps will not include political features ; elevation,
vegetation, and waterways will be included with a range in their
height, density, and length, respectively .
Item format : Presented with a map of a country, to identify the point
of greatest elevation, the longest waterway, the most dense vegetation
by drawing a line to the appropriate features .
Criteria : Only the single
indicated .

correct answer for each feature should be

Draw a line which indicates the highest point on the
Item directions :
map; draw a dotted line to the longest waterway ; draw a broken line to
the area of densest vegetation .
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Criterion Referenced Tests Item Analysis

6 .4

The items selected for the mastery of an objective must distinguish between
the students who have been instructed in and mastered an objective and those
who have not .
If for instance, the student has mastered the objective he should get all
test intems related to the objective .
Repor tin
A profile system of reporting is essential for crinterion referenced testing .
N o marks are combined . Rather the objective is listed and a notation
made as to whether it has been fulfilled .
Examples of criterion referenced reporting appears below :

DISTRICT 911 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

LAMB

689 3030
ISANT 1 742-5506

Student Evaluation-Parent Report

NAME. .......... ... .. .. . .. ...... ... ... ... ... ... ..... ..... . .. ... .. .. ... .
TEACHER .. .. . .. .. . ... ... .. . .. .. ... . ... ... . .. .. . .. ... .. ... ..... ......

Subject-HEALTH

Grade 7

8

9

EVALUATION PERIOD
2
3
t
1
The folio, ing scores are an evaluation of your student's progress this evaluation period
The evaluation 1s based
on 100 total points which: are divided into several categories to reveal your student's academic and social progress .

I.

II .

Test Results

EVALUATION PERIOD

Class D ;smsson (Positive and
d~-s .rablt contribution

I
30
25
15
10
5

II
30
25
15
10
5

al

3n
25
15
10
5

IV
30
25
15
10
5

20
15
10
2

20
15
10
2

20
15
]0
..

2.-:
15
10
2

EXPLANATION Or POINTS
Exceeds standards of class
Above average progress
Average progress
Below- average standards of class
Very Poor
Al-avs contributes
Generally contributes
Occas,onally cont ." ihutes
Neve: contributes
Comment

LU .

Attitudes Toward Subject

10
6
5
2

1(t
8
5
2

10
F
5
2

10
F
5
.1

IV .

Written Assignments and Projects

10
8
5
2

10
8
5
2

10
8
5
2

10
8
5
2

10
5
2

10
5
2

10
5
2

Hi h dF a "
learn
Nurmzl-perwrally motivated
Modcrate-4)ccas,onally motivated
Low---no indication of being motivated
Comment

Comment . . .
V.

Attentiveness in Class

10
5
2

.-

Always turns work in promptly
Usually completes most assignments
Seldom completes assignments
Never completes assignments
. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . ._

... . . . .. . .. . .

Above average
Average
Below average
Comment

Vl.

Discipline in the Class
(Manners-respect for othersclassroom behavior)

20

10

10

10

5
1

5
I

5
1

5
1

10
5
2

10
5
2

10
5
2

10
5
2

Healthy attitudes toward teachers and
classrhates
Some problems-not serious
Cause- a g-eat deal of trouble--talks a
Ict--Frnera' disturbance factor
Comment

VII .

Study Time

Uses tame well,
Fair study habits
Poor study habas does not use time well
and consequently distracts others
Co-nment

TOTAL POINTS EARN-ED .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . ._ . .
DAYS ABSENT

...... .. ........

PARENT CONFERI`~iCE NEEDED . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . . ... ._. .
COAT NIENTS t

I

El

In

100-90 Superior
89-80 Above Average
1v 79-60 Average
59-50 Below Average
Below Minimum Requirements
Below 50
Indicates Problems

Example of a report
from a class usino
a crO,erion-relerenced
measurement s .s :ern

Ntathrmatic%Stu,fent . - Reatrice Reddinc

Teacher:

Skill

D: :te Mastered

C',nr rpt s :
Understand, commutative property of addition
(e .f: . .4-3=3 44)
Understands pL :ce value
(e .= . . : . - ' tens - 7 onesl

9/'_7
1(1!3

A"'Jairrn :
Supplies missing" . :d,1cnd under 111
(e .g_ 3 - ^ -- 5)

1018

Adds three ,incle-licit numbers
[moos combinations 10 throuch 19
Adds two-licit numbers ulihout c:rrrvinc
Adds tun-licit numbers u ith c,rrr% inc
Szih .,ractir,n :
Fnou " corrhin:,twn, throuch 9
Supplies rni,sine ~uhtr .rhcnd under 10
(e . c. .(` - , = 1)
Supplies m :, , inc rninuen,! under 1(1
11, ;i,ur, n:, r; r
RC-1- . .r_!
. 'I,J, flip t yu . :rtcr hour)
Ur .! :, ., . . .
, . .lug of m ne_s (coins up
t, . sl im r t . :ll
l'n, .'ct .; . :nJ~ ssmmctrv
cneruent plane fieures
(iraph r,,.J:nr' :
C:rn :i,n-- ;u ;t " imp!c e" : :ph,
C.:n re,d simple graphs

Grad rg .3rd '.1,3r- -9

The jud`=menu need not be ye,,-no . that i, . all
the teacher can rate a particular, kill . such r,
,torie, (Gronlund . 197-1) :

trr

none . For c\amplc .
in

Has Acquired

4-Well developed . good proficiency

3--Satisfactorily developed . could he improved

'_-Basic skill denlonsir:ited . low proficiency, needs work

Has Not Acquired

,

I- Basic skill not VCt acquired
The point is that criterion-referenced reporting systems, though
harder to set up, tell ,tudcnt,, anti parent, exactly «hat a Student can
and cannot do . The competition to ct A's . of the kind that occur, in
a norm-referenced svstern, is renlo% ed . ,~ bile the 'student's actual
competence in important Mc_t, of the .: Jrri,:LIlurn is reported in
terin, of ,b,olute stand.ir,k .

111'4
__

10/1
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9.

Domain Referenced Tes ting .

7 .1

Content Analysis : Content is usually analyzed and laid out in units.
These topics form one dimension of the assessment table .

7 .2

Behaviour Specifications : T he other dimension relates to what the
learner is able to do with the content . This is generally analysed
according to Bloom's taxonomy in the cognitive and affective domains .

7 .3

Behaviour Content Matrix
Crossing the two dimensions provides a table of specifications for
An example is provided :
testing .
Cogn itive Domain
Behavioural
Competence

Unit
1

Unit
2

Unit
3

Total

(a) Knowledge of facts,
concepts, definitions
etc .
(b) Ability to analyze to apply general rules
to specific instances
(c) Ability to induce rules
from specific instances
(d) Ability to evaluate
~13vantages of a Table of Specifications

8 .0

(1)

A balance is established between memory questions and higher levels
of thinking .

(2)

A balance of questions is asked on each topic .

Some Common Testing Mistakes .
(a)

Use of subjective judgements rather than objective testing .

(b)

Poor test preparation which fails to motivate and direct student
learning through early planning and description to students .

(c)

Tests which inadequately sample the range of content covered .

(d)

Tests which overemphasize facts and fail to sample the full range
of student cognitive abilities .

(e)

Tests with ambiguous wording caused by insufficient review .

(f)

Failure to take into account sampling error, the fact that the
student score may differ significently from his overall average score .

(g)

Reliance on individual test scores should not be excessive .

Page
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10 .

Some Common Test ing M istakes (Cont'd) .
(h)

Lack of use of simple statistical methods to check on test effectiveness .
(1)

mean score to see if the test was appropriate to the group in
general level of difficulty .

(2)

a standard deviation to see how the test differentiated between
students of different abilities .

(3)

reliability this coefficient is a measurement between !~ and
the other half of several measures of the same thing by the
same group .
The coefficient shows the degree to which the
scores :on this test would compare with the scores of another
equivalent independent test .

(4)

an item analysis based on responses of good and poor students
to determine whether the item discriminates properly so that it
can, if necessary, be improved .

A DISCUSSION OF THE ADVANTAGES AND

DISADVANTAGES OF STANDARDIZED TESTS

Standandkzed tut6 are those JoAuna-t teats whose
scoting, nohms, and a&vi.ni,atcation have been
estabt.(,bhed as a nesutt of the tat being given

to a tatege numbers o6 subjects . They are a&ai.n.iateh.ed under sped-j.ie conditions adhehing to
diheet.i.on.d set out in an examineh's manuat .
Time peAiod Jon teat compteti_on can aP_so be
stmldatdized .

The puJohmance o f otheh. subjects

on the test .ia given as norm Sotc the puApose

o f eompaAi-ng achievement.

These teats may be

du-igned jon gtnoupz on indiv.iduatz .

Standardized tests are used to appraise and predict particular
abilities of subjects in comparison with achievement of others in the
same area .

They aim at indicating individuals' achievement and aptitude

in relation to that of others .
In the main such formal tests have been used to give an "objective"
assessment of individuals to aid in the complex decision making involved
in instructional programming in schools .
collection and interpretation of data .

Such decision making requires
It is important to emphasize

that data does not solve the problem of decision making but gives a basis
for considering alternative solutions .

Such decision making is complex

in that there are many'variables involved - amongst these are personality,
social background, instructional competence, physical and mental health,
motivation, and family, child and school values .
Standardized tests can provide one source of data required for such
decision making .

This data, combined with other information can be

useful to the person involved in planning instructional programmes .
The major advantage of standardized tests is that resulting information
can indicate how a subject performs compared to other subjects possessing similar
characteristics .Otto and Smith (1970) say : .. . . . . . they (standardized tests)
are intended to be nothing more than gross measures of group performance" .`
Standardized tests can assist in evaluating subjects progress and assessing
the knowledge of concepts and skills learned by groups of subjects .
Individual tests have an advantage over those to be administered to
groups .

Although, by nature, time consuming the tester in a personalized

situation, can observe the testee during the examination, ensure that the
test directions are understood, and as a result interpret dat$.more
successfully .
Standardized tests that are diagnostic in nature are of more value
to the instructional programmer in that they may indicate a specific
behavioral need of an individual subject .

In that way results may aid

in the planning of a programme to suit the individual's requirements
at that time .
Data supplied by standardized tests needs to be interpreted .

For

results to become information a systematic analysis of test data is
necessary .

1.

Such an analysis involves :

Wayne Otto and Richard J . Smith, " Administering the School Reading
Programme," Boston :
Houghton Mifflin, 1970, p . 9 .

1.

Diagnosis - This involves meaninful organization of test results to
indicate relative strengths and weaknesses exhibited within each
year level tested and within each subtest .

Such diagnosis is

descriptive, concentrates on the data, and does not attempt to
seek reasons for what is observed .
2.

Evaluation - Standardized tests provide only one kind of information
(a limited measure of what has been learned) .

Thus such information

must be related to other information, concerning the nature of the
R

individual and his environment,
preted meaningfully .

if resulting data is to be inter-

Total emphasis on subjects' scores on

standardized tests is dangerous and can mark innocent children,
degrade schools' reputations and negatively influence teaching
careers .

Standardized test data, when related to other information

can lead to an understanding of the existing situation .
3.

Planning - t0hen test data has been

organized meaningfully and

evaluated in relation to other data it is necessary to consider
how best to use such information .

Results can be looked at in the

light of test administration, instructional objectives within each
of the content areas, quality of the test, instructional materials
used by staff and effectiveness .

Strengths and weaknesses may be

isolated in relation to pertinent information of which standardized
test data remains only a single component .
The disadvantages of standardized tests are many and far reaching :

They

emenate from limitations of test construction, administration, interpretation
and abuse .

Because rigid administration requirements and skilful and careful

interpretation of data are crucial to the value of standardized tests there
is a large margin for test abuse .

Ignorance of these factors has lead to test

score achieving undeserved and misleading importance in some areas .

Test

users must realize that such measures are a means of gathering samples of
performance on a selected, abstract operation at a particular time .
Disadvantages of standardized tests take several forms and some are
relevant to particular tests .

The following list, in no order, isolates

those defects and disadvantages common to nearly all standardized, norm
referenced tests .
* Test abuse can distort and negate value of data collected :

poor

administration, conditions, scoring, interpretation of data and
lack of knowledge of the particular test and understanding of
material in the test manual all become negative factors when
considering the value of standardized tests .

* Inappropriate content :

The judgements of the test maker in selecting

certain parts of a certain body of knowledge and certain skills for
sampling can be questionable .
* Ambiguity and lack of clarity : Test items are often obscure or
ambiguous .
* The nature of test tasks :

Test items offer no index of creativity,

motivation or the ability to compose a coherent statement .
Hoffman (1964)

As

says this format "penalizes the brilliant student,

the deep thinker, the most knowledgeable ." 2
* Cultural and linguistic bias :

Many minority group subjects carry a

different set of implicit understandings to those present in tests .
These subjects experience difficulty in comprehending what the test
items require of them .
* Inflexibility :
marking :

Generally a creative answer leads to an incorrect

Tests require a particular style of thinking that comes

naturally to some subjects .
* No credit for partial understanding :

Answers are either right or

wrong - there is no margin for partial knowledge .

The subject

displaying some knowledge of a test item is equated with the
subject who has no knowledge of the item at all .
b11any tests show mistakes in subject matter and

* Frequent errors :

impede students who know the subject matter particularly well .
* Excessive time pressure :

(Calmness under stress is

not the trait usually tested) .

presumably

Ability to respond quickly does

not reflect quality of thought or knowledge .
* Tests dictating programme planning :

This refers to instructional

programmes based on the set of skills and concepts generally isolated
by standardized tests .
* Norm emphasis :

Credence given to tests regarding reporting of scores

and ignoring the quality of the test and what it aims at measuring .
* Dated Tests :

Tests that are used to measure subjects participating

in a system of education that conflicts with the nature of content
and format of some standardized tests (e .g ., those subjects who are
encouraged to

think creatively, discover, and look for alternatives)

* Clerical emphasis :

This applies to those standardized tests that are

scored by machines and/or require the subject to find the appropriate
box and shade .

(Some subjects suffer confusion in this situation and

the inference is made that he doesn't know the answer) .

2.

Banesh Hoffman, The Tyranny of Testing, New York, Collier Books 1964

' Lack of diagnostic value :

Not all standardized tests have diagnostic

value .
* High status given to scores :

Standardized testing as a sole criterion

for assessment of quality in education .
* Testing the moment :

Tests as such are a measure of performance at one

time .
* Need for reading and linguistic skills :

A low score can indicate low

achievement in the subject being tested or poor reading .
The following limitations are disadvantages of Standardized Reading Tests .
* Content :

The content that the subject is to read may hold no interest

for him and therefore, impair performance .
* Comprehension measure :

Generally an ability to interpret literary

selections is not measured .
* Time restrictions :

rigid time restrictions create an unrealistic

environment for the testing of reading .
* Overemphasis on factual recall in reading comprehension items .
* Reading tests may test pre-existing knowledge as much as they test
reading comprehension .
* Test Items :

there is little agreement on the basic question of what

should be tested when considering the wide variety of what are to be
considered reading skills and abilities .
* Use of tests :

Standardized reading tests are used primarily in the

diagnosis of reading difficulties among those subjects obviously
failing, rather than as general tools of evaluation and assessment .
* Affective - cognitive factors :

reading entails affective as well

as cognitive and motor behaviours .

Testing is confined to the

cognitive and motor behaviours .
* Misplaced credence :

False high status has been given to standardized

reading scores despite the lack of clarity surrounding the form, use
and validity of the tests - and the lack of agreement on the essence
of reading itself .
in conclusion because educators are concerned about "accountability"
and are involved in decision making with regard to instructional programming
lack of precision in measurement by standardized tests must become their
concern .

Tests can be used to test whether prepared tests are objective,

however, the tests are no better than the items put in them .
that the educator

It is vital

is aware of the advantages and disadvantages of

standardized tests and considers his aiins, the tests aims, and remembers
that standardized tests provide some indication of how one subject or more
subjects compare with other subjects on tasks that require mental processing
of printed material .

The educator must place value on personal judgement

of the tester when observing the testee performing the tasks and use his
knowledge of the individual and his environment when interpreting data .
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SUM PROBLEMS IN ASSESSMENT
Experts In educational measurement have concentrated on advice on writing
and marking essay tests, multiple choice tests, and test and item
evaluation . They have said very little about one of the most fundamental
features of testing - the addition of marks .
Addition Is traditionally used to product test results (adding marks on
items),subject results (adding marks on tests, and on practical work,
tutorial participation etc .), and even annual results (adding subject
marks, such as the leaving aggregate used for the selection of students) .
This paper will critically study the use of addition, and provide an
alternative method of combining marks .
There are seven main difficulties that arise from the use of addition .
1.

To add marks ; one must have interval scales .

This is one of the most basic reouirements of measurement . No statistic
that Involves addition can be used if the scales are anything less than
Interval in nature . This requirement Is rarely met, If at all .
No existing personality, motivation, or ability scales can claim
to have advanced very far toward the ideal of equal interval
and absolute scales .
(Cattell and Warburton, 1967) .
Ausubel and Robinson (1969) are aware of this, and comment :
Although a common practice in our schools, there is little
statistical justification for averaging raw scores from different
subjects to obtain a composite average which Is subsequently used
to determine standing .
Their main argument, however, is that one should not add rare scores, and
that standardization makes the addition acceptable . From the equalisation
of range (and hence weighting) point of view this is correct, but notice
that

and

1)

the standardization process is conducted using a mean obtained
by addition, and a standard deviation determined by adding
deviations from that mean - both steps ass uneinterval scales .

2)

standardization is a linear transformation of scales . If they
are not interval to begin with they will not be when standardized .

Standardization as a means to permit the addition of marks is quite
unacceptable - what other steps can be taken?
Attempts are made to produce interval scales by objective or multiple
choice tests . The assumption underlying this strategy is that If there
are sufficient small units, they will approximate an interval scale . They
are unlikely to do so unless they are all of equal difficulty (not a
desirable property) and of equal importance (an immeasurable property) .
Thus Cattell and Warburton's pesimism is well founded .
Suppose one could produce interval scales, or one ignored the requirement,
what does the total mean ?

9.

Tire earn of marks represente the level of achieoarnent in general
rather than specific skiZle .

Popham and Husek,

(1969) In discussing achievement tests remind us that

We all should know that for a single number to be used to describe
the performance of a personality test, the Item on that test
should all ')measure the same thing" to some minima) extent .
In more precise terminology this says

. . . .a score based on the sum ('average) of a set of scores for a

single Individual Is a measure of that individual's score on the
first centrold factor of the set of tests . This a psychologically
meaningful score only If all of the tests measure a single common
factor- , that Is, If the purpose of the set of tests, or test . items,
was to increase the accuracy with which a single aspect of behaviour
Is -to'be measured .
(Lindquist . 1966) .
A student's score on an item Is contingent on many factors - specific
skills -in the area of the item, more general subject skills,- very general
ability, test taking skills, and error due to fatigue or other personal
factors . Add these scores together and .the cohnon features of each item
add and gain In Importance . The end result may be that the subject score
is more a reflection of general ability and test-taking skills that It'is '
of the specific subject area - a really disturbing prospect .
Addition of marks can lead to "over-kill" of trriviat aepeets .
The point made In the last paragraph bears reinforcement . If skills such
as spelling, neatness and punctuation are always marked )n a science
examination these features, may, after accumulation through addition,
have a greater Impact on a student's progress than his knowledge of certain
important scientific principles, particularly. as Important areas are often
avoided by students who know how to beat the system .
4.

Addition of marks resutts in a Zoss of information about the candidate .

The system allows a student to compensate for a weakness In one area by
strength in another . Very rarely do we stipulate minimal standards in any
area, so long as the overall standard is satisfactory . We do not know
where a student obtained his marks, except of course, if he has scored
very high marks, or very low marks .
This coupled with our Inability to measure a comprehensive range of skills,
means that the information we have to base our education decisions on is
quite Inadequate . It Is least accurate, paradoxically, for the mid-range
scores where the Important decisions of pass-fat) are usually made .
The unknown sample that a summed
learning .

score represents has serious effects on

3.

b.

Addition of marks promotes uneven effort fmm the student.

Continuous assessment, hailed as a solution to the peak-stress problem,
provides its own when the scores are added . The student is aware that
he can pass by an early run or a late run . Such a possiblity encourages
uneven workload .
Even within an examination, the student is aware that
half marks can be obtained by doing any half, and so may chop-and-change
from question to question often avoiding higher'levels skills entirely .
Not only is the pace of learning undesirably affected, the form of
learning is also .
.
B.

Students are tempted to
fundamental principles .

learn inconsequential padding rather than

If the reward for learning each element of trivia is the same as each
essential principle, the student will quite naturally take the .easier
course.
Finally
7.

Addition encourages competition ammWst students, rattler than

co-operation .

The addition of scores Is consistent with the philosophy of norm-referenced
measurement (NRM) . The alternative, criterion referenced measurement, (CRM)
promotes competition between a student and an .absolute standard . Such a
standard is not represented by the total on a test but by the Individual
score on an item of the test .
These seven problems arising from the use of addition have a considerable
impact on teaching and learning .
It is very easy to be critical of an existing system . It is not so easy
to suggest a remedy for it. Many have attempted to alleviate the symptoms,
but few, it seems 'have seen the -real sickness - the use of addition . What
is the solution ?
An alternative testing system must have the following properties

and

1)

non-additive, at any level

-

test,

subject

or

2)

retain detailed specific Information

3)

encourage steady workload

4)

be based on a philosophy of criterion referenced
measurement (CRM)

5)

be easy to operate and understand .

course

A solution - the Hurdle System
A subject, or a course can be viewed as a hurdle race, the hurdles
consisting of specific objectives that crust be achieved. The student
must clear each and every hurdle to pass the subject or course .
What is a hurdle ?
Hurdles are essential skills, knowledge or attitudes . They are those
components of a course or subject which one believes the student
must master If he is to continue with his studies, or graduate . One
may be a single item, another a whole test, or a whole activity
such as a field experience) .
One may be attendance requirements,
subjective evaluations or any measure of an objective deemed to be
vital .
The hurdles in one subject may differ from student to student,
depending on the use he shall make of the subject . In tertiary courses,
this is important for service courses . The balance of the knowledge,
skills and attitudes not classified as essential represent enrichment, areas in which one would like development, but cannot demand it
- although one may demand a percentage of it and use that as a hurdle .
2.

How high is a hurdle ?
As these are essentials mastery is required . Given errors in testing,
one 'could set them at a level of, say, eighty percent . Some may be
less critical, and lower levels could be acceptable . Glaser'(1963)
leaves no doubt that he considers a detailed specification of standards of considerable importance .
We need to behaviourally specify minimal levels of performance
that describe the least amount of end-of-farce competence the
student is expected to attain, or that he needs in order to go
on to the next in a sequence .

3.

Bore many attempts at a ktrdle ?
Given the many reasons for students failing to reach true standard,
the slowest student should be allowed the minimum of twice the time
expected of the other students to assimilate the information . Three
attempts would be a fair maximum - more than that would impose too
great a strain on the teacher because of the preparation and marking
If the student fails
of tests, and the long tail of lagging students .
his third attempt, then he must be declared a failure and encouraged
to withdraw . This strong action will reduce the proportion of students
who mistakenly believe that they may eventually fluke a pass . It
allows them, at an early stage, to concentrate on other subjects, or
even to change subjects .

Now many hurdles and how often ?
As many as naturally arise In the subject . A number of hurdles may
be tested at a sitting, but all must be marked Individually . To
allow for the slower students, they should not be too close .
Some subjects may have only one hurdle - a final test . In such
subjects, one Is usually developing a complex skill, and diagnostic
testing can be used to monitor progress, but not to measure
achievement .
Some hurdles may not 6e cleared until some time after the course
is complete .
In such cases measurements must be made at the
appropriate time and not inferred from current achievement .
5.

Bow can students be graded ?
Grading serves tittle purpose In everyday education . The dangers
- competition - far outweigh the benefits - motivation . It would
be naive to suggest, however, that It can be avoided .
It is
needed where ever a selection has to be made for further studies
or employment . i n such cases, selection should be based on two
criteria

and

6.

1)

Clearance of each hurdle pre-requisite for the new studies
or occupation .

2)

Grading on the basis of enrichment or studies beyond the
minimum required .

How can a record of student progress be maintained ?
If a list of essential or hurdles is available, the teacher need
only record whether or not the student has cleared them . Once they
have been cleared they need not be measured again, and this has
benefits for the staff member and the student . Remedial attention
can be directed towards specific weaknesses, and should the student
fail (because of a failure to clear all the hurdles) only certain
sections of the course would need to be repeated .

7.

b'hat requirements are needed to establish such a system ?
The first and most demanding requirement is a comprehensive set of
hurdles or objectives . This would no doubt be a considerable undertaking, but it would be well worth it - the spin-off for teaching
and learning would on its own justify the effort .
Not the least advantage to,be gained from wider appreciation
of the nature of NRM and CRM, like the development of programmed
instruction, Is that it should tend to bring education objectives out into the open to be shot at and perhaps eventually
(Trow, 1971) "
tamed .

Students, too, would appreciate a specification of the requirements of a
course . The present need of students at all levels to study past examination papers (or to ask "is this going to be tested ?") reflects the lack
of communication of objectives .
What other benefits does the system have ?

8.

For the teacher
1)

Simplicity .

No complex or laborious mathematical procedures
are required .

2)

Clarity . ;

Every teacher knows exactly what core of knowledge or skills that every student possesses .

3)

Comprehensiveness .
As there is no sampling of skills, there
are no sampling errors .

4)

Freedom .

The teacher's task is defined by essential objectives not by specific content . The manner through
which he facilitates the student's achievement of
these is unspecified .

5)

Feedback .

The teacher can interpret student results in a
way that will reflect his success in managing
the students learning .

For the student

.

1)

individual
rates .

2)

Clarity .

The goals and standards are clear and precise .
He can structure his learning activities to meet
these rather than gamble on uncertain aims .

3)

Feedback .

The student is able to identify all . the areas of
weakness in his work, and remedy them immediately .

4)

Fairness .

The student is not burdened by past poor performantes . Nor is he mislead into thinking that he may
chance a pass .

5)

Co-operativeness . The system, which is closely akin to CRM, will
diminish the competitive nature of education, and
engender cooperation between students together to
conquer absolute goals .

The student is given .more freedom to develop at
his own rate .

The move in education from the subject-centered approach to the student centred approach is really one towards the objective - centred approach .
This system is compatable with such a move, and may provide an answer to
the many difficulties that teachers face in assessment .
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